Spreadly
Network smarter, not harder.

Just give it a try ...

About Spreadly
We’re building the next digital business card and networking assistant.
- Interdisciplinary: We unite >5 study branches from LMU, TUM and FOM
- Experienced: Every team member has multiple years of experience
- Hands-on: Getting things done

About you
You’re interested and motivated for full-stack development.
- Experience with PHP, NodeJS or Python
- Knowledge in MySQL and PostgreSQL
- You don’t break Docker container instant
- Your Git commits are more than “bug fixed”
- Scaling software is more a challenge than a nightmare to you
- Working independently is more of a reward than a punishment for you

>4.000 Active users
>4.000 Git commits
0 Merge conflicts

... get in touch with me!

Florian Theimer
Chief Technology Officer
florian@spreadly.app